OFF bipolar cells express distinct types of dendritic glutamate receptors in the mouse retina.
Parallel representations of the visual world are already established at the very first synapse of the visual system. Cone photoreceptors, which hyperpolarize in response to light, forward the visual signal onto distinct types of ON and OFF cone bipolar cells (BCs). In the case of OFF BCs, the glutamatergic cone input is integrated by ionotropic glutamate receptors, giving rise to a sign-preserving mode of synaptic transmission. The combination of glutamate receptor (GluR) subunits, i.e. AMPA or kainate subunits, importantly contributes to shaping the OFF bipolar cells' distinct response properties. The mouse is one of the few mammals in which the (most likely) complete set of (five) retinal OFF BC types is identified. However, it is not clear which GluR subtypes are expressed by the different mouse OFF BC types. We addressed this question by combining immunolabeling, electrical whole-cell recordings and pharmacology, and present evidence that the different types of OFF BCs express distinct types of glutamate receptors: Type 1 BCs exclusively expressed AMPA receptors, whereas type 2 and type 3a BCs expressed kainate receptors of different subunit compositions. Additionally, we found that two OFF BC types (3b and 4) very likely express both AMPA and kainate receptors but, interestingly, the two receptor subunits were not co-localized at the same dendritic site. The complex, BC type-specific expression pattern of GluRs we describe here supports their essential role in establishing parallel pathways at the first synapse of the mouse visual system.